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As the professional manufacture, we would like to provide you high quality Zhongyuan® PU Tyre
Color. And we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely delivery."To achieve zero faults via
continuous improvement, to satisfy our customers' needs and expectations, to make pledges we
fully understand and think we can keep, and to keep all commitments to customers on schedule," is
our guiding concept.

PU Tyre Color Summary:

Right price China high quality U Tyre Color Used in PU wheel , with good dispersion, and good
colorstrenth, Cover the defect, Make your products better. Special colors can be customized.

All we do is usually linked with our tenet " Shopper first, Rely on very first, devoting around the food
packaging and environmental safety for Wholesale Dealers of China Wheelbarrow Trolley Caster
Rigid Orange PU Tyre Medium Duty Stainless Steel Casters Wheels, We welcome buyers
everywhere in the word to get in touch with us for future business enterprise interactions. Our
merchandise are the most effective. Once Selected, Ideal Forever! Wholesale Dealers of China
Medium Duty Caster, Top Plate Medium Duty Caster, Our factory insists on the principle of "Quality
First, Sustainable Development", and takes "Honest Business, Mutual Benefits" as our developable
goal. All members sincerely thanks for all old and new customers' support. We will keep working
hard and offering you the highest-quality products and service,thanks.

"Quality 1st, Honesty as base, Sincere company and mutual profit" is our idea, in an effort to create
consistently and pursue the excellence for Bottom price China PU Tyre Color, "Change for the
greater!" is our slogan, which means "A greater entire world is before us, so let's love it!" Change for
your greater! Are you all set?
Bottom price China Zhongyuan® PU Tyre Color， We have a strict and complete quality control

PU Tyre Color

China customized Zhongyuan® PU Tyre Color Used
in PU wheel, with good dispersion, and good
colorstrenth, Cover the defect, Make your products
better. Special colors can be customized.
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system, which ensures that each product can meet quality requirements of customers. Besides, all
of our products have been strictly inspected before shipment.

PU Tyre Color Detail:

Rich product life, Coordinate packaging with products, Meet your needs for PU products and
applications

low moisture specification to reduce impact on is ocyanate reactivity.

Customized coloring solutions also available as per the individual needs.

Heavy metal free, Environmental protection standard for children toys in Europe

Typical products is: Microcellular foaming /Air-free type ( baby carriage, public bike)

The common colors are Black, Yellow, Gray….

PU Tyre Color Applications :Industrial

Cast, Elastamer,

Other PU products

PU Tyre Color Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 35/200 Kg


